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Motivation
Early warning products have different lead times, often depending on their hydro-meteorological model or measurement basis. Some weather forecast models – such as
the Ensemble Prediction System of the ECMWF and related products - offer indications about potential natural hazards many days in advance.
At the local scale – as e.g., in a mountainous area (as the Bernese Alps) – the amount of precipitation, precipitation phase and cascading effects of heavy precipitation
events are often not correctly forecast. We are therefore developing early warning products with different lead times at the regional level for the Swiss pilot site and also
at the catchment level (Zulg Valley).

Material & methods: A total of 19 convective indices
are computed with Era-Interim Reanalysis data from
the ECMWF for 5 rain-gauge stations located in the
Bernese Alps. To assess the ability of the convective
indices to forecast intense precipitation over the
Bernese Alps, a forecast verification is applied.

Figure 1.1: ROC diagram of the Combined Index and the CAPE
index

Pre-alert

Aim: Develop a medium-range forecast for intense
convective precipitation events with a combination
of convective indices over the Bernese Alps.

5-6 days

Regional level

Convective indices for a medium-range forecast of intense precipitation events over the Bernese Alps

Figure 1.2: Method used for the medium-range forecast of intense
precipitation based on a combination of convective indices.

Figure 2.1: Difference between modelled and measured
precipitation for the winter season DJF at a station in the
Bernese alps (Interlaken), grouped by precipitation intensity and
lead time

Warning

1-6 days

Method: In a first step, events for which precipitation
has been under- and overestimated are analysed in
depth for different stations, seasons and lead times.
We then apply a clustering method for daily weather
patterns and link it to local precipitation.
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Figure 2.2: Scheme of the downscaling procedure.

Aim: In alpine environments, rain-on-snow events
can considerably enhance discharge by snowmelt
and thus accentuate risk situations. In order to
increase preparedness to such events, we evaluate
ECMWF precipitation type forecasts at the local

1-6 days / hours

Catchment level

Precipitation type forecast for the Zulg catchment in the Bernese Alps

scale.
Method: The operational and an ensemble-based
forecast of precipitation type with a lead time of up
to 7 days are verified with local measurements in the
Zulg valley, Switzerland.

Figure 3.1: Observed rain-on-snow event in the Zulg catchment
(OBS) and precipitation type forecast at 1060 m a.s.l. up to 10
days ahead. Regarding the rain event on the 9th of March, the
operational forecast of ECMWF (HRES) indicates a persistent
signal around 4-5 days ahead of the event.

Figure 3.2: Scheme of the precipitation type forecast

Mobilization

Aim: Downscale medium-range ECMWF ensemble
forecasts to derive a probabilistic prediction of
heavy precipitation at specific locations in
mountainous regions of the Swiss pilot site.

Alert

Local downscaling of ensemble forecasts for the Bernese Alps

Method: Due to the very particular occurence of this
process, we analyse home movies of multiple events
and model the process in a 2D hydraulic model
using a large wood modul (iberWood). In addition to
that, new cameras have been installed to set up a
monitoring system.
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Conclusions
•

Usual convective indexes – such as CAPE - may be inadequate when it comes to the estimation of thunderstorm risk in complex (mountain) terrain
→ With a combined index, the forecast of intense convective precipitation events can be improved substantially

•

Grid-point output of global forecast models may be biased or may not consider peculiarities of local topography
→ With a statistical downscaling, based on clustering, an improved forecast for heavy precipitation at the local scale can be achieved

•

State of aggregation of precipitation events may be more important than the amount or intensity
→ Local measurements of precipitation type with disdrometers allow the assessment of global forecasts

•

Cascading effects of heavy or intense precipitation events can be very severe
→ With a monitoring system for large wood, an emergency downstream can be forecast with hours in advance

It’s essential that these different products are used by the political and operationally responsible emergency responders in a way that there is no missed severe event,
but also no warning fatigue.

Intervention

Aim: Improve emergency response by enhancing
knowledge about the formation and development
of carpet-like large wood transport.

Hours

Learning more about a hazardous process: flash floods accompanied by carpet-like large wood transport

